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WHO KNOWS W HE N OR was to be held somewhere at some 
where the · expression "the seven time in the future. I neglected to 
seas" originated, or to what it ap- note the time and place, and since 
plied when it was first used? Some had forgotten all about it u~til I 
young people ex- found a record of such a contest 
pressed curiosity having been held, and prizes 
on the , subject awarded, in New York. The win-
and referred it to ning entry, a bedspread made by 
their elders. None Mrs. Frank E. Hauward, of S~at-
of the reference tle, gained for its owner the su-
books available, preme prize and $200 in cash. 
and none of the * * * 
works on myth THIS CONTEST BEGAN EAR-
and fable yield- Iy in the year when entry 1blank$ 
ed information were sent to 600 winners of first 
and it was decid- prizes at state, county and local 
ed to send out fairs throughout the country. Of 
an S. 0. S. these 201 responded with their en-
through this col- tries with blue ribbons attached. 
umn and see if Only first prize winners in the fair 
it would bring contests were eligible. In addition 1 
r e s u l t s. Away Davies. to the $200 first prize, there were 
back as far as we have any record awarded seventeen other prizes 
there are references to the num- ranging from $50 to $5. Six of the 
ber seven, which was treated as a prizes went to the state of Wash-
sort of magic number. There were ington, one each to California, 
the seven days of the week of ere- Montana and Oregon. No state 
ation, the seven golden candle- east of the Rockies won more fhan 
sticks and other sevens in Biblical on'e prize. 
lore. Then there were the seven 
wonders of the world, the seven 
sages, the seven mortal sins, · the 
even years' war, and so forth. And 
<luring all the years it appears that 
men have "sailed the seven seas." 
Why not six, or seven teen if the 
idea was to express the idea of 
wide travel? Was it because the 
ancients, whose Mare Nostrum 
was the center of the world, · rec-
ognized seven bodies of water as 
the only seas, and spoke of the 
* * * THERE .SEEMS TO BE A RE-
vival of . interest in crocheting. 
During the· war it was knitting. 
Away back it was hooked rugs, 
and before that wax fruit and 
flowers, and art work with wool 
and hair. Once in a while one still 
runs across an elaborate design in 
human hair carefully kept in a 
class case to protect it from dust 
and the profanation of careless 
person who · had sailed them all as * * * 
one who had seen all the world. Or AT ONE PERIOD I CON-
hands. 
did the phrase come into use mere- tributed in a modest way to the 
ly as a chance expression which hooking of rugs by making rug-
seemed to fit and thus came span- hooks. For use at home I made 
taneously into general use. Honor.. one of a steel table fork from 
able mention will be given to the which one or two tines · were miss
7 
. person who first solves the riddle. · ing. In , design, balance and artistry 
· * * r * it was voted perfect, and broken 
C AS UAL M E N TI O N WAS forks were showered upon me with 
made in· this column some months the request that I transform them 
ago of a croc~et contest w~ich into rug-hooks. Those hooks were 
supplanted by m~chanica.l devices 
which , didn't dQ as good a job, as 
they left the work too loose. 
* * * CANADA'S · GOVERNOR GEN-
eral- i's known as Lord Tweedsmuir. 
Until recently he was · just plain 
John Buchan, better known 'as a 
writer than a~ a politician. But 
when he was selected for vice-re-
gal honors the dignity of the ,posi-
tion demanded a title, and he be-
came Lord Tweedsmuir, . · His new 
duties have not dulled bis interest 
in literature: He still writes, and 
at Toronto the other· day he paid 
his respects to what he called the 
"left-wing" poetry of the present 
era. · 
* * * OF THOSE WRITERS WHO 
ind ulg~ in the fantastic in the mis-
taken belief that they ·are writing . 
poetry he said: 
They are perturbed .by the spec-
table of something beyond their 
compass arid find . conso,ation . in r 
affecting to despise it, lik~ aome 
Greek of the decadence who chip-
ped away the nose of a ' marble sta-
tue in order to make the Goths 
laugh." 
* * * JUST .AS A SAMPLE LORD 
Tweedsm uir took Shakespeare's 
song beginning: 
''0 Mistress mine, where are you 
roaming? 
O, stay and hear! ·Your true love's 
coming." 
and paraphrased it into· what he 
called the Hollywood version, thus: 
"Huh! sweetie, where you gettin' 
to? 
Your big boy' 1 here and pettin' 
you. 
And he's the guy that rings the 
bell. 
Say, kid, quit hikin' and sit nice, 
For shakin' feet don't cut no ice, 
The goofiest nut · can tell." · 
I imagine that his · lordship is: a 
person whom it would be a plea-
sure to know. 
·-------~~-.-,...,-~-~~._.,.-,--,---+-
THE NOVEMBER ISSUE OF The complete answer to the first to that made by ·pigeons. I stopped 
North Dakota Outdoors, issued by question was given only a few the team to watch the perform-
the state game and fish depart- years ago, when Dr. C. F. Hodge ance, which was so -close that I 
ment, has its front cover page em .. photographed a ruffed grouse in could have thrown my hat into the 
bellished with a the act of drumming, and did this middle of it. The birds paid no at-
fine picture in over and over again. It was then tention, and after about 10 · minutes 
colors of the ruf- seen that, instead of doing what I drove on, leaving them still daric..: 
fed .grouse, a re- tradition had declared - beating ing and drumming. · 
production of · a his wings against a stone, a hollow * * * 
Natjonal Au.du- log, or his - breast-the grouse, in IN THE SAME ISSUE OF THE 
bon society illus- fact, beats them only against the magazine is an article by the state 
tratidn. . One of air. While he performs this act, veterinarian, T. O. Brandenburg, 
the articles is de- the bird throws himself into yari- discussing the mysterious. death of 
vot'ed to a, de- ous curious and fantastic positions, deer in the Missouri •bottoms. Mr. 
scription ·of this · which one would never expect of a Brandenburg's conclusion is that 
fine game bird by ruffed grouse. the animals ! died fro~ poisoning. 
Geo ·r ·g e Bi rd * * * No poison was found in the body 
Grinnell, of .. the "OBVIOUSLY, THE DRUM- examined, but all the symptoms 
Audubon soc;iety. ming is a mating call; though it is were of prussic acid poisoning. 
This . bird, says quite possible that it may also be a There is no suspicion that the ani-
Mr. Gr i n n e 1 1, challenge. It is performed in aut- mals were poisoned purposely. The 
k n o w n as the Davies. umn as well as in spring. It is said conclusion is rather that they die~ 
pheasant in the south, and in some that on occas-ions sportsmen, by from eating forage rich in prussic 
parts of the west, and as the part- imitating the drumming sound, acid. It is · said that deer may· · be 
ridge in New York and New Eng- have · caused grouse in the woods fatally poisoned by eating as small 
land, is found- in all parts of the to come to them." a quantity as two ounces of -the 
north temperate zone in America, *· * * leaves of the .. wild- black cherry. 
inhabits thick woods and swamp · I HA VE A PLEASANT RECOL- Such poisoning · may also occur 
areas. There its shyness and wari- lection of watching the · dancing from eating flax, arrow grass, cane 
ness make it difficult to find ex- and drumming of a flock of birds sorghum · or Sudan grass. Prussic 
cept by the experi~nced woods-;- which I called prairie chickens, but acid is so volatile ·that traces of it 
:man. It is an all-season bird, main- which ·may have been . grouse or disappear quickly. -
taining itself through the coldest partridge. On a summer evening. I · * * * 
weather, taking to the tops of th_e was driving along the . Pembina AN INTERESTING DEMON-
trees when food is buried under trail miles ,east of Euclid when I stration of television was given re-
de~p snow, and there living on the heard the sound: of drumming, with cently in London, where persons 
buds of apple, poplar, birch, iron- which I was quite familiar on the having television sets heard a con-
wood and willow. This interesting open prairie. Rounding the point versation between two speakers 
description of the drumming hab- of a bit of timber I found a flock who were seven miles apart, and 
its of grou~e is given by Mr. Grin- of about 20 birds engaged in a also saw the speakers in action, 
nell: lively dance. presumably one at a time, as each 
* * * * * * spoke . . They seem . to have come 
"ONE OF THE EARLY SI.GNS THE BIRDS MOVED WITH A closer to reducing television to a 
that ·Ruffed Grouse are · about is peculiar strutting motion, often practical basis in England -than in 
their drumajng. It is a low, hollow turning as I if waltzing; and occa- the United States. Pictures are re-
murmur, like distant thunder, sionally one would jump straight produced successfully, but the 
made by the · male bird, while up a foot or so and then resume its great problem to be solved is that 
standing on a log, stone or stump, parade. Meanwhile · the male birds ·of distribution. The w~ves 'now iii 
. and rapidly beating his wings. Few of the group would spread their use are effective only at a disb~mce 
subjects -have e,~~n more discussed wings downward suddenly, making of· about 25 mile~, and transmission 
by sportsmen - scientific and non- the booming sound which we call from station to station requires 
scientific- that\ this mysterious I d!umming. There· was also kept up cables of special and very expen-
sound. How is it made and why? a cooing sound .somewhat similar sive construction. 

OLD TOOLS ARE INTEREST- years ago and found his way to and· trued it with th~ /other -plane. 
ing as illustrating the working Grand Forks, expecting to make That done he rever~' -the process 
methods of former generations. his home here. An exceHen:t work- and trimmed the pther. That feat is 
h · · ' t ls man, he brought with him the to
1
-Jls s t i 11 discu::,.~· admiringly by 
Some of those old mec amcs 00 younger me.Jiibers of the family 
are clumsy in ap- to which he had been accustomed who wer,~ children then. 
pearance, o f t e n back home. His planes werr.- all of * * * 
hand - made, de- the wood block type, aud he had ALTHOUGH MY FATHER'S 
s 1 g n e d by the no use for the modern metal father farmed in his later years, he 
own e r himself, planes, which he said were too continued · to tinker at carpentry 
and made from ··· heavy and not suited to g~od work. until the end of his life. There was 
such material as On one occasion he needed a new a certain fascination in watching 
happened to be plane, and sought for one with the long, curled shavings flow 
convenient. B u t a wood block. They were out of froni his plane. Those shavings 
with them the date, and one could not be found. made fine curls with which little 
a r ti s an s were Neither could he find wood which girls could decorate themselves. At-
able to achieve he thought suitable ·for a block. tached to the bench was a vise 
some excellent After searching in vain for some with the wood screw once common, 
work. Mod er n time he gave up in disgust and re- but now completely out of date. 
machinery can turned to Norway where he could * * * 
perform work of find tools more to his liking. M~ MOTHER'S FATHER HAD 
precision whic~ Davies. * * * been a shoemaker, but he essayed 
cannot be dupll- A CARPENTER WHO DID odd jobs of carpentry with tools 
cated by hand, but the hands of the work for me a few years ago used many of which had been made by 
craftsman possessed a skill which a plane which he had made for the nearest blacksmith. One tool, 
is seldom equaled among modern himself in Norway more than 50 which I held in detestation, was a 
workmen, not because they are not years earlier. The block .was of ap- battock, or grub-hoe, heavy and 
able to acquire it, but because they ple wood, and in the years of use awkward, with which it was my 
seldom need it. it had been worn down by about job to break clods after a field had * * * half its original depth. But it was been plowed and harrowed. The 
SID ODLAUG RECENTLY still in good order, and I suppose it land was stiff clay; and under cer-
showed me an interesting tool is still in use. tain conditions it would bake into 
which was found somewhere in * * * chunks resembling bricks. Those 
Wisconsin, and which was brought IN MY MISCELLANEOUS COL- chunks had to be shattered so as. 
originally from Norway. It is a lection are a jack plane and a to leave the land in proper condi-
pair of dividers, presumably used smoothing plane, both with blocks tion for seeding. Another tool, 
in shipbuilding, made entirely of of beech wood, a wood which has which I never saw actually in use 
wood except the metal points. The been used extensively in tools be- for the purpose intended, was a 
arms are about a foot long, and cause of its hardness and close tex- mammoth spade with a curved 
the tool contains abqut 10 times ture. Thirty-odd years ago my blade a foot or more wide, which 
as much material as is necessary, father who had learned the cabi- had been used in England for 
but with it, probably, some old net-m~ker·s trade in his. youth; ''plo .~lng.'' Those tools were used 
Norse workman was able to make came west to visit me. In · looking, by .g-~n~'l.§' ,c,f three men, each of 
exact measurements and turn out over my tools he found those "r . :iiom. WCul 1 make two cuts Wi~h 
fine work. plan.l:!s in bad order, scarred and :t.!s spade., t ~n all three would fbp 
* * * worn from use. That did not suit V1.e sod \ ver. That kind of "plow-
MR. ODLAUG TELLS OF A him a,t all. He sharpened botq bits h1g" , · done, in sm~ll .and irregu-
N orwegian cabinet maker who to a razor edge, then, placing one lar fie s or on h1lls1des where 
came to this country~~t many plan b'lock vise ~ripped horses could not work. 
I HAVE ENJOYED LOOKING beauty, and it is steeped "in history IN ALL THE DISCUSSION OF 
ver an English calendar entitled which runs back to the days of Ju- housing problems I have seen no 
urrhe Yorkshire Year, the proper- lius Caesar. mention of the fa.ct that there are 
ty of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Barlow, * * * 
w h i ch contains A FRIEND OF THE DUKE OF families living in basements which 
more than 50 Windsor is at work on a biography 
large and beauti- of the duke which he expects to 
f u 11 y executed publish soon. He promises that the 
reproductions of book shall contain nothing that will 
scenes in York- prove embarrassing to anyone. But 
shire. That coun- who wants to read a book like that. 
ty is .. the former * * * 
home of Mr. and EVERYONE KNOWS THAT 
Mrs. Barlow, and we read by glancing at words, 
with their d~ugh- phrases, or even sentences, with-
ter, they revisit- out paying much attention to let-
ed it two years ters. And it is surprising how one 
ago.. The pictures can see the same word over and 
are naturally a over without thinking of just how 
source of great it is built up. I suppose I was 50 
pleasure to them, years of age before I discovered 
as they are fa- Davies. that the word "redolent'' 'is not 
miliar with many of the scenes il- "rendolent." If I had been given the 
lustrated, quiet . villages, rolling word in a spelling test it would 
fields, ancient churches, and wind- have floored me. Yet I had seen 
swept moors. it thousands of times. If I ever 
* * * used it I must have misspelled it. 
I FOUND THE PICTURES IN- Then there is Covent Garden, in 
teresting, too, although I never London. I had seen that name most 
saw that country, I heard a great of my life in novels, biographies 
deal about it in my early boyhood .. and newspaper articles, and I was 
My mother's parents, with whom amazed one day to find that it 
I lived, were Yorkshire people, as isn't "Convent" Garden. I suppose 
were several of the neighbors, and I am still carrying in my mind in-
when some of -those old cronies got correct pictures of a lot of other 
together of ·a winter evening, there familiar words. 
would be reminiscences of the old * * * 
home land. I became familiar with WHY DESCRIBE A THIEF,' 
the names of Yorkshire towns and thug or other malefactor as Public 
villages and made mental pictures Enemy No~· 1, or any other riumber? 
of the landscape, which, of course, There are half-baked criminals 
were altogether wrong, but were who would be glad to do a consid-
quite satisfactory to me. The coun- er able stretch in prison for that 
try has many f ea tu res of rare distinction. 
have no houses over them. Some-
body could write a magazine . ar-
ticle on · that subject, with pictures, 
that would be a shocker and thril-
ler. We have several such base-
ment dwellings in Grand Forks. I 
haven't been in all of them, but 
I pave had occasion to visit a few, 
and invariably I have found tnose 
basement quarters cosy, comfort-
able and well kept. Usually the 
basement home is preliminary to 
a finished dwelling, to be complet-
ed as soon as the owner has ac-
cumulated funds with which to go 
ahead. There are several families 
in Grand Forks now living in their 
own good homes who started out 
in basements. They would be great-
ly surprised if told that they had 
suffered great hardships about 
which the government ought to do 
something. They have done very 
well, thank you, without asking 
odds of anyone. 
* * * THE OLDEST MAN IN PRINCE 
Edward Island died the other day 
at the age of 96 . . He was An,_gus 
MacDonald, a farmer, whose an-
cestors came from Scotland in the 
early days, and who operated his 
own farm for three-quarte;r$ of a 
century. On August 27,. 1936, he and 
his wife celebrated their 75th wed-
ding anniversary and received con-
gratulatory messages from King 
Edward VIII and Lord Tw.eeds-
muir, governor general of Canada. 
THE OTHER DAY THE AS-
1 sociated Press carried a story 
about Caesarean operations. A 
l
mother had just given birth to .her 
fifth child, and 
~~c~e~~:hof ~:: '.itJif~ 
Caesarean opera- ~~- =~~itdN~ 
t i O n Mrs M · · =:i.:g,.=Mi~i:· . . . ~ .. :-:•:•:-.• 




ed that so much 
attention should 
have been given 
to the subject, as 
in her · own fam-
ily there h a v e 
been five such 
operations in suc-
cession, and no- · Davies. 
body seems to have though there 
was anything miraculous about it. 
Mrs. Claypool writes: 
* * *. 
"I WAS JUST READING ALL 
this big fuss they are making of 
the five Caesarean births, seeming 
to think 'it something new. Well, I 
i don't agree to that. It is not new 
I to me, for my sister, living in Min-
neapolis, is the mother of five 
Caesarean children. All are living 
but one who died in infancy. The 
oldest will be 24 years old on the 
,, 29th of December. The youngest is 
14 years old. 
* * * 
"MY SISTER WAS 17, PAST 
when the first operation was per-
formed. The baby weighed eight 
I
t p~mnds, was strong and healthy, as 
also was the mother. Four years 
later another boy was brott.ght into 
the world in the same way. In two 
years a third was born, this time a 
girl. A local _anesthetic was . issued 
in this case and motion pictures 
were taken from start to finish, the 
last picture being of the baby be-
ing kissed by the mother while she 
was still on the table. The other 
two boys were brought into the 
1 world in four years, also by Caes-
arean operations. The four living 
children are strong and healthy, as 
is the mother, who is but 4 feet 11 
inches tall.'., 
* * * THE NAME OF THIS OPERA-
tion is derived from Julius Caesar, 
at hose .birth it. was performed, \took the 
according to unconfirmed legend. bed •. 
"next step," which was· to , 
* * * In an i~nt times it was performed 
only after fhe death of_ the mother, 
and Roman law made its use obli-
, - l 
gatory in such , cases. Shakesp~are 
attributes the birth of his heroic 
character, MacDuff, to its use. The 
first actually recorde'd case of its 
use while the mother was living 
occurred in Switzerland about the 
year 1500. For many years it was 
fatal to a large ·proportion' of moth-
ers~ but science has simplified it so 
that the percentage of mortality 
has been greatly reduced. 
* * * 
A PARAGRAPH IN THE HER-
ald's new feature, "The World This 
Week," appearing for the first time 
on Sunday, says that after eight 
hours of conference over weighty 
problems between the French pre-
mier, Chautemps and Premier 
Chamberlain of Great Britain, the 
two statesmen left the conference 
room and Cbautemps smilingly 
told waiting newspaper men that 
they had found themselves in "full 
solidarity." 
* * * 
THAT GRATIFYING AN-
nouncement recalls a conference of 
Streesmann of Germany and Bri-
and of France before Hitler came 
to power. Both men · were earnest 
advocates of peace, and both were 
eager to reach a basis of agree-
ment which would be acceptable to 
their re'spective nations. But there 
were knotty problems to be solved, 
problems of armament, · finance, 
trade relations, boundaries and 
many others. With these the two 
men wrestled until far into the 
night. On some agreement , was 
reached, but others were more dif-
ficult. When the two men could 
make no further progress and 
both were exhausted, one of them 
proposed that they go to bed and 
resume their discussion after a 
good sleep. The other agreed. The 
two men left the conference room 
arm in arm, and were met by cor-
respondents who had been waiting 
for and expecting big n e w s. 
"Gentlemen,'' said Briand, "you 
may say that Germany and France 
are in perfect agreement as to the 
next step to be taken." Then they 
OF ALL THE PLACES ON 
earth the southern Crimea seems 
to come closest to being a garden-
ers' paradise.• The peninsula ex-
tends no farther south than north-
ern Italy, but the mountains on 
the north protect it from the cold 
blasts that sweep across Europe 
and its southern slopes receive the 
full benefit of warm sunshine and 
the mild breezes from the Black 
sea. Massandra, about the center . of 
the peninsula, probably has a 
greater variety of vegetation, than 
is to be found in , any other area ot 
similar size. 
* * * NOT FAR FROM LUXURIANT 
palm trees there are massive pines,, 
the like of which are found no-
where else in Europe. Thrc;mgh 
oaks and cypresses and flowering 
rose trees can be seen vineyards 
and tobacco plantations. Exotic 
tropical plants flourish everywhere 
side by side with flowers and trees 
seen only in northern climes. There 
are American redwoods, J.apanese 
ginkgos, English yews, bamboos, 
South American araucarias. Spe-
cially planted, these are now parts 
of the native vegetation. Flowers 
of all colors and descriptions grow 
wild. Magnolias and holly are ev-
erywhere. From the carefully kept 
parks of Upper Massandra, through 
the middle wine section to the rich 
groves of Lower Massandra, the 
air is filled with a fragrance that 
seems scarcely-credible. 
* * * THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE 
district there are numerous labo-
ratories and experimental stations. 
Research is constan Uy being car-
ried on by large staffs of govern-
ment botanists and horti-culturists. 
Experimentation in the wineries 
has been singularly successful. In 
Lower Massandra where the trop-
ical vegetation flourishes best, sci-
entists have been able to obtain 
rare medicinal extracts. Realizing 
the experimental value of the sec-
tion the Soviet govern~ent has· re-
cently appropriated large sums for 
the maintenance of agricultural re-
search. Now, in addition to . being 
the garden spot . of Crimea, Mas-
sandra· is a training ground for 
gar_dener-scientists. 
- ------=--.......,.......,,..,,,,,..,,.,..._~-=====------~..,.__ 
A ,PARAGRAPH IN A HONO- son's tomb and the beautiful epi-
lulu paper . 1.just received here by taph ·which, written. by Steve!1son's 
M · G · Bl ck a that a hand, has been placed over his last rs. eorge a s ys resting place: 
coast guard cutter was expec·~ed to * * * 
arrive at · Honolu- "Under the wide and starry sky 
lu that morning, Dig the grave and let me lie. 
N o v e m b e r 23, Glad did I live, and gladly die, 
w i t h Governor And I laid me down with a will. 
Poin d e x t e r, of This be the verse you grave for 
Hawaii, Dr. Ern- me: 
est Gr u en i n g, 'Here he lies where he longed to 
chief of the divi- be. 
sion of territor- Home is the sailor from the sea, 
ies of the depart- And the hunter home from the 
ment of the In- hill.'" 
terior, and Rich-r. 
ard B. B 1 a c k, 
field representa-
tive of the de-
partment, who is 
Mrs . . Black's son. 
The three offi- Davies 
cials, with other members of their 
party, had been away from Hono-
. lulu for five weeks. During their 
cruise they visited Baker, .Jarvis 
and Howland islands. taking sup-
plies for the weather observation 
and colonization posts. , Later they 
paid a five-day visit to Pago-Pago, 
American Samoa. 
* * * FROM SAMOA MRS. BLACK 
received a card from her son, say-
I ing that he was dining that eve-
I 
ning at the governor's mansion, the 
building which was the home of 
the poet and novelist, Robert Louis 
Stevenson. On the reverse of the 
card is a photograph of Ste en-
* * * THE CENSUS BUREAU'S 
guess is that North Dakota's popu-
lation increased aobut 3,000 last 
year. There has also been an ap-
parent increase in the state's popu-
lation of 20-odd thousand since the 
last census. Except in regular cen-
sus years no official count of the 
population of the United States is 
made, but through its machinery 
the census bureau keeps in touch 
with population ·movements and 
trends,' and publishes its estimates 
year by year. Those estimates are 
usually farily accurate. 
* * * EASTERN READERS OF THE 
current estimates may be surpris-
ed to learn that the census bureau 
believes there are still some people 
living in North Dakota, because 
many of them have been led to be-
lieve that North Dakota has been 
abandoned to the jackrabbits, if 
there are any jackrabbits left. Ac-
cording to the census bureau~ not , . 
c,nly has the state's population held 
ts own, but there has actually 
been some· increase. 
* * * IT IS QUITE TRUE THAT 
many families have moved from 
some of the far western counties of 
North Dakota during recent dry 
years, but the pictures that" have 
been drawn of a grarid trek out of 
the state, with much of· its area 
abandoned, are false. The eensus 
bureau ~s not interested· in· padding 
the figures, for its officials know 
that any inflation now. will be re-
vealed when the next actual census 
is taken. 
·* * *" RAMSAY MACDONALD WILL 
be remembered for his activities in 
public life rather than for any lit- r 
erary work th'at he may have per-
formed. He was an · excellent speak-
er and many of his addresses had 
fine literary quality. Except to a 
few of his intimates he . was not 
known as a poet. Since his death . 
it has become known ,that he did 
occasionally write beautiful verse. 1 
Some of his lines, graceful and im- I 
aginative, were inscribed to a title-
ed lady of his acquaintance, the 
wife of an artist who ·painted his 
portrait. The : artist and his wife 
and the premier became close 
friends, and in honor of his hos-
tess Macdonald wrote some verses · 
of which none of the . major poets 
need have been ashamed. 
--- - ---- ---·--------·-------
BEAUTIFUL AND ·APPROPRI- single reading, had been carefully tive. Now · machine-driven trucks 
ate was the opening of the Christ- and discriminatingly made. have taken the place of most of the 
mas season in Grand Forks with a * * * horse-drawn vehicles, and there is 
THE PANTOMIME WAS AD little stable manure to be had. The revival of the reading of Dickens' - light soil is becoming unproduc-
"Christmas carol.'' mirably arranged and beautifully tive, and because . of lack of humus 
The annual read- performed. Too great emphasis on is being blown 'and washed away.' 
ing of the im- the stage pictures would have been * * * 
mo rt a 1 fantasy unfortunate, making the presenta- ALL RIGHT-THINKING PEO-
was begun years tion a spectacle' rather than an in- pie will hope that · the Lindberghs 
ago by Professor terpretation. The pictures really il- in their visit "back home,'' will be I 
F ·red er i ck H. lustrated the story, and seen granted the privacy to which they 
K o c h and was through the almost transparent are entitled as human beings. And 
continued u n ti I screen they maintained the illusion everybody will want to know what 
Professor Koch of a dream. The Madrigal club was they are doing, and why. 
left the city. Dur- at its best in the carols and folk . * * * 
ing those years songs, and the· grand Hallelujah AT THE FUNERAL OF DEX-
the reading be- Chorus brought a fine production ter Fellows distinguished persons 
came one of the to an appropriate close. No Grarid in many walks of life were present, 
traditions of the Forks audience was ever more ab- among them prominent figures in 
city, and it was sorbed and attentive than that the circus world. Members of the 
so closely associ- .. which packed the school auditor- Ringing family who are now own-
ated w it h · the Davies. ium on Monday evening. ers and managers of the Big 
personality and dramatic instinct * * * Show were there, but of the orig-
of the artist that after his depar- DOWN IN CENTAIN SECTIONS inal Ringling brothers with whom 
ture it seemed likely that the cus- of New Jersey they are having dif- Fellows was associated · for so 
tom would be abandoned. Credit- ficulties with a real problem of de- many years, not one was left. 
able readings have since been given pletion of soil fertility and wind John, who died during the past 
1 
by others, but the presentation of erosion, and they are blaming it, year, was the last of the group·. 
the Carol on Monday evening not with apparent good reason, on the * * * 
only revived the custom but gave substitution of the gasoline engine SAID ONE BUSINESS MAN: 
it added beauty and power. for the horse. The trouble is not "I'd like. to see more snow, not 
* * * due so much to the use of tractors alone on account of moisture, but 
PROFESSOR ROWLAND AND on the farms as of trucks in the because of trade. In the north 
the young people of the University city. snow is normal in winter time, and 
who were associated with him in * * * any interference with normal con-
this presentation are to be credited IN THOSE PARTICULAR SEC- ditions is not good for business." 
with an artistic production in tions the soil is naturally thin and Another business man said: "I 
which music, pantomime and ap- poor, but just across the way is hope we can have open winter at 
propriate stage settings were used Philadelphia, where many thou- least until Christmas. People want 
effectively to heighten the effect sands of horses were once used to to get in to town to trade, and if 
of the familiar words of the author cart goods about the city. Manure roads are blocked they can't do it. 
without diverting the attention of from the stables that sheltered all Clear weather and ·good roads 
the audience from the main theme. those horses was hauled to the should make the next two weeks , 
The reading was easy and natural, near-by Jersey farms, and its use· busy ones." 
suggestive rather than imitative in m~de, possible the growing of good Perhaps it's just as well that we 
expression, and the selections from f crops on land which othe.rwise don't have anything to do with the 
the te~t, too long in itself for a lvould have been almost unproduc- making of weather. 
JUST RECEIVED IS A COPY value, but beca s·e its editor is car.e which is to rescue other chil-
of the 1937 Faculty Hist ry of the Leslie Erhardt, who was for sever- dren from the clutches of the white 
Federal government, ·cov ring the al years a u~eful member · of The · plague. * * * 
first session of the 75th congress, Herald staff. Leslie's home was in THE IDEA OF THE CHRIST-
P u b 1 is h e d by Pembina county. From · there he mas seal, like a great many other 
Congressional In- came to the University, did odd good things, came to · us from 
telligence, Wash- jobs for The Herald, and presently across the: ocean. Its u_se here or-
ington, D. C. The became a regular employe. Indus~ iginated in the mind of one Jacob 
book, paper. try and accuracy were among hi~ Riis, who came · to this country 
bound, and com- outstanding qualities. Those quali- from Denmark, poor· and friend-
prising 125 close- ties helped to fit him for the work less, to become, as The9dore Roose-
ly printed pages, in Washington in which he has velt called him, "the most useful 
is ·a storehouse , been engaged for several years. , citizen· of New York." -3acob Riis 
of facts, invalu- * * * became famou$ for his work to 
able to the citi- WHILE WITH THE HERALD bring light and happiness into lives 
zen interested jn Leslie contributed.-for a time a Sun- otherwise dark and hopeless. In 
I 
the activities of day paragraph under the , pen-name that work he· enlisted the services 
·his government "Grumpsy Grouch.'' In that week- of thousands ' of others, and he set 
and wishing to ly contribution he discussed, hum- in motion forces, working for good 
keep informed orously, but ferociously, little local which are still · powerful in their 
concerning legis- abuses. and annoyances which came influence on society. · 
lative and admin- Davies. to his attention and told, in blood- "' * * 
istrative matters. A brief history of curdling language, of the horrify- .CHRISTMAS SEALS . WE RE 
the session of. congress is given, ing things that he intended to do first us·ea in Denmark, and for the 
with a chronology presenting in to the persons responsible. Readers relief of tuberculosis. When Jacob 
order the outstanding feature~ of of those paragraphs must have en- Riis had become a rather import-
the session day by day. There is a visioned the writer as a sort of ant figure in New York there came 
chart showing the progress through Paul Bunyan .gone berserk. In fact, to him one Christmas time a pack-
the two houses of the more import- Leslie was short, slight, and at age from his home land bearing 
ant measures; a digest of major that time not at all vigorous. He the familiar decoration. Riis sug-
laws passed; a tabulation by states wouldn't have harmed a fly, but he gested that the plan be taken up 
of the votes of senate and house could roar most-convincingly when here. It was, and their use has 
' members on outstanding measures; nobody was looking to see who was brightened the lives of many thou-
a history of emergency agencies; doing the roaring. sands of children. 
and many tables of governmental * * * * * * 
income and expenditure. Two fea- "DO YOU WANT TO BUY ANY THE CHILDREN IN THIS 
tures will especially commend Christmas seals?" Probably there country who now offer Christmas 
themselves to the searcher for in- is not a front door in . town at seals for sale are carrying on a 
formation, the orderly arrange- ":'hich that question has not been work which was begun years ago 
ment of the contents and the ex- asked by at least a dozen school in distant Denmark, a work which 
cellent index. These enable the children. Unfortunately the answer was transplanted to this country 
reader to find quickly the informa- must often be "no," for the sea- by a man who, as a Danish boy, 
tion which he seeks, something es- son's supply of stamps has already had known poverty and privation, 
sential if a work of reference is to been bought. However, at one home and who did his best to make the 
have any value. The book sells at or another most of the children lives o~ young Americans prighter 
a dollar, and it will be the means of make some sales and are happy and ha,:>pier. That boy didn't know, 
saving many hours of time. over it, for · they know that they nor did anyone else, when he step-* * * are helping to provid milk and hot ped from the steamer that brought 
THE BOOK INTERESTS ME, lunches for children who have him to America, what preciou1 
not alone becal;J,se · of its intrinsic none, and food, rest and medical gifts he brought with hi:µi. 
~~- ' J-.1-.-------~=-=-----
IN DRIVING A CAR THIS guilty until he proves himself in- Mr. Munn died a bachelor at th 
snappy weather one often recalls nocent." age of 80. The "Royal William'' 
the days before the big war, when * * * v as sold to a Partuguese company, 
driving a car at ·any season was MR. UT GAAR D IS MISIN- alld then to the Spanish govern-
an adv e n t ure, formed concerning Canadian la . ment and fitted out as a warship, 
and when win- Under the systems of criminal law thus becoming the first ,steam war 
1 ter · driving was in the United States, Great Bri- ship as well as the first Trans-
almost unknown. tain and all the British dominions Atlantic steamer. 
Not only were a person accused of c~ime is 1~ * * * 
roads in no con- gally presumed innocent until he MR. McDOUGALL HAS BEEN 
dition for winter is proven guilty. Before conviction informed that a Captain McDou-
driving, but driv- his guilt must be established by po- gall brought the first steamer 
in g w a s s u r- sitive and affirmative evidence - across the Atlantic and wonders, if 
rounded by so not rumor or suspicion. In the ab- that was not the "Royal William." 
many uncertain- sence of such evidence he need Possibly a relative of the North 
ties th a t f e w make no statement, produce no Dakota man. 
r dared undertake witnesses and offer no defense. * * * 
1
1 
it. If a car stood The burden of proof is entirely on S T O RI E S . OF OLD' SHIPS 
out of doors in his accuser. While court procedure have reminded Mr. McDougall of 
zero weather for varies, as it does among our own shipbuilding in the early' days on 
an hour, in all states, the principal of presumptive the Great Lakes, and he sends a 
probability t h e Davies. innocence governs both in the paragraph from an interview given 
engine would not start unless the United States and in Canada. years ago by a Captain McLeod · 
carburettor were warmed up by * * * concerning · the building of the 
the application of a hot iron or I UNDERSTAND THAT . IN first boat at Kincardine, which 
a bath of hot water. Cranking France the opposite rule prevails, reads as follows: · 
was done by hand, and if there is and that there the accused is pre- * * * 
any tougher job I don't know what sumed guilty, and is required to ''ABOUT 1850, I BOUGHT A 
it is. Every little while a back- prove his innocence. This is one whip saw in Goderich and between 
fire resulted in a broken wrist. of the market differences between carrying and trailing I got it to 
* * * the Anglo-Saxon and Latin sys- Kincardine. With that saw my 
WHEN THE ENGINE WAS tems of jurisprudence. · One clause brother and myself whipsawed the 
persuaded to go, there remained in Magna Charta carries the pre- lumber for the first boat built in 
the probability of a flat tire be- sumption of innocense back to the Kincardine-an open vessel of 
fore many miles had been cover- year 1215. It reads: eight or nine tons. How did we 
ed, and that meant demounting the "No baliff from henceforth shall whip-saw it! ·The saw was like that 
J tire from the rim and inserting a put any man to his law upon his used in the old style water mill, 
new tube, a nice job for a cold own bear (bare) saying, without with the teeth all set one way. A 
day! Only a few of the elite had credible witness to prove it.'' pit was made at the side ·of a 
· enclosed cars. For the rest of us * * * bank, the bank serving as a sup-
there was the collapsible top with NEIL McDOUGALL OF OME- port for one end of the platform. 
a set of curtains that were any- mee sends a clipping from a Kin- Posts .set upright a little way out 
driving today is no joke, but it is cardine, Ontario paper, telling of from . the bank held up the other 
quite different 11-om what it was the recovery of a bit of timber end of the platform. B~low the 
25 years ago. from the sunken "Royal William," platform was a space of about six. 
* * * the first steamer to cross the At- to seven feet high, and in that' one 
FRED UTGAARD, OF LANDA, !antic under steam, whose hull has man pulled. How much lumber 
propounds a question which he lain for many years at the bottom could two men cut in a day? Two 
would like to have discussed. He of Irvin marbor, Scotland, and the men that worked well together 
asks "Which la we are more just, return of the fragment to Canada could cut 400 feet but 250 to · 300 
those of the United States or those where the steamer was built more feet was a ,good days work.'' 
of Canada?" In discussing this than a century ago. According to * * * 
question he has encountered dif- the story John Munn, Scottish- MR. McDOUGALL ADDS: "THE 
ference of opinion of which he Canadian shipbuilder, who had captain goes on to tell of whip-
writes as follows: yards in Scotland . and at Wolfe's sawing lumber for homes, of the 
"This difference of oppinipn Cove, Que bee, had the steamer cost of t.ransportation from Gode-
comes from the fact that the Am- built at the latfer place to carry rich and other ports, the price · of 
erican law claims that any man is his sweetheart froro her native wheat in thate days and the raise 
1 innocent until he is proven guilty, Scotland to Quebec. For some rea- to $2.25 per bushel in Crimson war· 
and the CRnadian law says he is son the couple never married, and days." 
UNLESS THERE IS SOME- died both skulls were wrapped in be skeptics who will doubt the ef 
thing wrong with Indian tradition a hide and preserved as the clan's ficacr of the charm and who will 
the drouth that has afflicted the most revered object. ask 'or an explanation· of. the ap-
northwest will presently be ef- * * * parent inconsistency. Such skepti 
fectively broken THE LAST CUSTODIAN, ONE cism is unseemly. Doubtless be-
and the territory Slim Shin, died in the Eighteen lievers in the tradition will have 
will be protected Nineties. By that time the govern- an explanation which, at least, i.a 
from many of ment had begun to frown on pagan satisfactory to them, and we may 
t h e p 1 a g u e s practices, and the missionaries ad- rest assured that the return of tne 
which, according ded their influence. As a result, the talisman will do no harm. 
to Indian lore, Water Busters were afraid to elect * * * 
have been due to a new custodian and the Sacred IN CONNECTION WITH THE 
relinqui s h men t Bundle remained in the possession approach of the season of peace 
by its custodians of Slim 'shin's son, Wolf Chief. and good will, which is not observ-
of the Sacred Wolf Chief, not a Water Buster, ed as faithfully as might be, ·there 
Bundle with its but a Prairie Chicken (inheritance comes to mind the story of a 
Thu n d,e r Bird being through the maternal line), doughty blacksmith and his wife 
re Ii cs and the sold the Sacred Bundle in 1907 for who adopted an interesting meth-
disconti)l.llance of $30 to G. F. Wilson, a Presbyterian od of maintaining peace in t 
th e ceremonies missionary, who later r~sold it to family. Both were quick-tempered 
associated w i t h the Heye Foundation, sponsor of and when one was in an irritabl 
that talisman. the museum for $175. mood, a chance remark from th 
, The Sacred Davies As Mr. Wilson left the reserva- other was likely to produce an ex 
1 Bundle of the Water Busters Clan tion lightning flashed and thunder plosion. It was agreed that som 
of the Gros Ventre (Big Belly) In- rolled and he barely escaped with sign of mental condition would be 
dians of North Dakota is to be his life. Wolf Chief presently died, desirable as a warning, and afte 
returned to them by the Museum and a few years ago drouths and- much thought it was decided that 
of the American Indian, Heye Mormon crickets began to afflict when things at the -shop went bad 
Foundation, at fitting ceremonies the Gros Ventres. ly and the smith came home in a 
in New York· City. * * * bellicose mood, he should wear 
In exchange, Foolish Bear and DELEGATIONS OF WATER his leather apr.ong wrong side out. 
Drags Wolf, elders of the Water Busters journeyed to Washington His wife would know then that she 
Busters, will present to the muse- and New York to try to get their must tread warily and speak softly 
um ·a sacred Buffalo Medicine fetish returned; but the Heye in order to avoid trouble. Similarly, 
Horn, property of Foolish Bear, Foundation was adamant, on the if the butter refused to come and 
which is at least 200 years old and theory that this would set a pre- the cake burned in the oven, and 
the most prized relic now in the cedent that would. soon empty the the wife was at her wits' enp, she 
possession of the clan. museum of all its Indian relics. should reverse her a.pron as a * * * The Indians even raised $250, a storm signal. The plan worked 
THE SACRED BUNDLE, TRA- very large sum for them, in an ef- beautifully. The aprons were turn-
ditional talisman against drouth, fort to buy the Sacred Bundle, but ed quite often, the warning was 
plague and pestilence and guaran- they were unsuccessful. heeded, words and acts of irrita-
tor of good crops, contains the * * * tion were avoided, and the family 
skulls of two Thunder Birds, trans- RECENTLY IT WAS AN- atmosphere remained undisturbed. 
migrated centuries ago into hu- n o u n c e d · at the office of Then, one black , · Friday, every-
man form, who came to earth as Indian affairs that the Heye thing went wrong both at the shop 
a shower of feathers and were foundation had agreed to restore and at the house, and the ajr was· 
borne, respectively, by a Gros Ven- the Sacred Bundle to the tribe and heavily charged. The blacksmith 
tre and a Shoshone squaw. to accept in exchange the Medicine came home to dinner wearing his 
* * * Horn which the Indians had cho- blackest look and his apron wrong 
BEFORE DESCENDING TO sen as their gift to the founda- side out. He was met · at the door 
earth they prophesied that the tion. The exchange will take place by his · wife, stern and frowning, 
Shoshones and Gros ·Ventres would in New York in the near future. also with her apron reversed. Ea:ch 
fight a terrible battle, and made * * * recognized the other's fateful sig-
a compact that their skulls be pre- IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT nal, each looked at the other and in 
served. the talisman was removed from a moment both burst out laughing. 
j The Gros Ventres, being vege- the .state in 1907, and that long be- The good smith and his wife then 
tarians, triumted over the car- fore that time the prairies w re decided that with a · little mutual . 
1 nivorous Shos nes and the Sho- parched by drouth, and their su - patience and forbearance they 
shone Thunde Bird was killed. 1 stance devoured by grasshoppers, could get along smoothly without 
The Gros Ven e kept his friend's land other disastrous visitations g9l?g to the trouble of turning I 
skull, an~ wh n the Gros Ventre came upon t.he peo~-!~re may tlte1r aprons. _,___ ___ _ 
--------- ·-----~-------···- -
WE H ·AVEN'T A GREAT 
ma~y Yorkshire . people in this 
part of the country, but mention in 
this column of the Yorkshire cal-
en d .a r received 
by Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Bar-
low brought a re-
sponse from an-
0 the r Yorkshire 
lady, Mrs. C. E. 
Freeman of 
G r a n d Rapids, 
Minnesota. 
Mr. and Mrs. 
Freeman were 
residents of North 
Dakota for nearly 
50 years, and dur-
ing most of that Davies. 
time they were regular readers of 
the Herald· Three years ago they 
moved to Grand Rapids, but Mrs. 
. Freeman says that they can't get 
along without the Herald. 
* * * THE .YORKSHIRE CALENDAR-
reminded Mrs. Freeman of her old 
home, of which she writrs: 
"I and my father, mother, broth· 
· ers and fister came from York-
shire nearly 50 years ago. We came 
from near Wakefield, Yorkshire, 
and have wondered · what part of 
Yorkshire the Barlows came from. 
We have never come across any-
one from there. I have been, and 
am, homesick to visit our old home 
, place again. I was · 19 when we 
left England. so remember it well. 
You mention the calendar having 
I moor scenes. My mother was born 
, on the moor around Haworth, 
where the Bronte sisters' father 
was vicar. Charlotte was my moth-
er's Sunday school . teacher. I have 
been in the church at Haworth, 
and the graveyard.· If I had the 
chance again I would find it a lot 
more interesting now. Wakefield, 
too, is a. very interesting town. 
* * * IT IS EASY TO UNDER~TAND 
Mrs. Freeman's wish to revisit the 
old home. I have heard. some of 
my friends say, after ·such a. visit 
following an a}?sence of m~ny 
years, that they regretted having 
gone. Eyerything was chat;1ged be-
yond recognition and they would 
have preferred to be able to keep 
unchanged .the picture which they 
had carried· with them since c~il~-
hood. Places and · people change, it 
is true, but I haye found · that in 
visiting the old home af~er many 
years I could close my eyes on the 
present, and in the old surround-
ings, no matter how changed, I 
could recreate the scenes of my 
childhood very much to my satis-
faction. 
* * * GEORGE BERNARD SHAW 
wouldn't put on· a gas mask if he 
had to cut off his whiskers to fit 
it · on. He would keep his whiskers 
and take his chances. A paragraph 
giving that information reminded 
me of an uncle in Canada. When 
I knew him he was a middle-aged 
man with a full set of whiskers, 
very thick and very black. In his 
younger days he had worn only a 
moustache, thick and heavy, as 
was the custom. Several years af-
ter , his marriage he had the mous-
tache shaved off in ~ thoughtless 
moment, and he told .of the shock 
he experienced when he saw what 
a change had been wrought in his 
appearance. 
I 
"When I looked in the glass,'' he 
said, , "I couldn't believe what I 
saw. Removing that iittle hand-
full of hair from my face had 
made me a stranger· to ·myself. It 
was awful. I couldn't have felt 
worse if Lucy (his wife) and at 
least one of the children had died." 
* * :k 
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS ARE 
in· order. They come by mail, · and 
they are exchanged by. those who 
do not expect , to meet again be-
fore the holidays. It is recorded of · 
one pastor that at ' the Easter ser-
vice of his church he looked over, 
the great congregation which pa~k- , 
ed the auditorium and said: 
"I see in the congregation this 
morning many whom l have not 
seen since last Easter. I bid you 
welcome. AD:d, as I do not expect · 
to see you again before next Eas .. , 
ter I take this opportunity to wish 
you a Merry Christmas and a Hap .. 
PY New Year." That was taking 
time by the forelock. 
* * * NORTH DAKOTA LICENSE 
plates this year will be black on'~ 
canary yellow. Thirty-five states 
have adopfed entirely new color 
schemes for next year's tags. Elev-
en states and the district· of Co-
lumbia will keep the same combi-
nations they had this year, but will 
reverse the colors as to numerals 
and background. Two . states, Con-
necticut and West Virginia, are 
quite satisfied and will make no 
change at all. New York will ad-
vertise the World's Fair on its li-
cense plates, a practice that ought 
to be prohibited. License plates 
ought to be used for just one pur-
pose, to display the license num-· 
ber of the car. Any additions a.re 
distracting and confusing. 
I ~EN ONE IS A PA;IEN;J°ne. And there are hundreds oflf°iddles while· Rome ' burned? The 
in a hospital he . may not be inter- bdokshelves in Grand , Forks on novelist who looks- at life superfi-
f ested in books or any other read- · which there are books for which' ~ially. will distort it in writing of 
. · the owners . have no further use, 1t. His book may or may not be 
ing. He may . be unconscious. He hich a,re given shelf-room merely writte!1, "with a purpose, .but in any 
may be · doubled }?ecause~ of .r.~luctance to throw case, if r~ad · at all, it conveys cer-
up with pain, them away. Ofte,n such books tain impressions .to, the reader, and 
waiting for the would prove treasures to hospital the difference between the half-
shot of morphine patients weary of nothing to do. baked novel, with its unsound con-
to. take effect. Or The suggestion, .. and I think it a clusions, based on false premises 
he may be won- good one, is that when persons and the inaccurate table of stati.: 
dering whether having books which they do not tics does not seem _ great. 
the doctor will need visit the hospital they take * * * 
decide on remov- along a book or two to serve as AMONG 'THE INTERESTING 
ing some of bis the nucleus of a hospital library. bit of information contained in a 
innards or mere- Those books wilL be read over and London publication . enumerating 
ly treatihg him over again, and they will bring coming events in Great Britain 
f O r aggravated pleasure to many who need to and Ireland' ·and giving numerous stomach ache. In have their attention diverted from facts - about places to see, is the 
lany of th 
O
s e aches and pains, and operations statement that there is no such 
teases he is not and blood pressure. And it ; need thing, strictly speaking, as "a 
likely _to· think of cost nobody a cent. I .shall look cathedral." The word "cathedral," 
reading. It is Davies over my bookshelves immediately. it is said, is .an adjective, therefore 
different when one is convales- * * * one may properly speak of "a cath-
cing. Time drags. Friends drop in, A WRIT~R IN THE NEW edral · church,'' though scarcely 
but it may be when one is sleep- York Times discusses the element anyone ever does it. 
ing, and, anyway, the friends of carelessness in books and makes * * * 
must go. There are hours when a distinct.ion between factual IT APPEARS THAT IN CER-
one lies awake, with nothing to books and works of the imagina- tain respects the powers of a Brit 
do· but look at the ceiling. Then a tion. It is said that though one may ish bishop are as strictly limited 
book comes handy. It need not be exhibit carelessness in the writing as are those of a British king. We 
a .profound book, though there are ,0 f a novel, the ~xcellenc~ o! on_e are all familiar with the state-
moods conducive to profundity. A part of the ?0 ~k may ~us_b~y it m:nt that though the wind and the 
light novel may answer the pur- even th~ugh it 18 cru~e and 1nac- rain may enter th~ Englishman's 
pose nicely, .or a mystery story. curat~ in par~~, where~s. careles.s- · humble home, the king of Eng-
There are · times when even Joe ness. in c?~p1l~ng statistics or 1n land may not enter. Similarly, al-
Miller's Joke Book would be wel- dealing with history condemns an though the bishop is lord of his 
come. With nothing to read life e~tire work in either of those diocese; it is only on the invitation 
becomes empty. fields. of the dean and chapter th~t a * . * * bishop may prea,ch in his own 
* * * CARELESSNESS IN HISTORY cathedral. The powers of bishops 
THESE OBS ERV AT IONS ?r ,ec~nomics is unpardonable, but were .severely curtailed during the 
were suggested 1:Sy the fact, just 1sn t 1t as wrong to present a false Middle Ages, and now the cathed-
brought to my attention, that the picture of · life in a novel as to ral business is transacted wholly 
Deacones~ hospital in Grand Forks misquote the price of cotton or to b. the chapter, with the dean pre-
1 has no library. It ought to have say that it was Alexander who 1sL1ing. 
., 
. . ~ . 
IS MAN D E G E N ERATING cause it may 1· said that there are that leisure is devott~d to activities 
physically? Dr. Hooton, professor racial differen es · between the two which limber up the · joints and 
of anthropology at Harvard, says groups that xisted long before tend to prevent' that return.· to ap-
so. Spea:king at the annual dinner much progress had been made in ishness which the anthropologist 
of the society ' of mechanics~ But st~tistics compil~d sees as the doom of the race. 
Mechanical '.En- by life insurance companies and * * * 
gineers in New 
York he said that 
the machine . age 
was producing a 
race of morons 
who are in dan-
ger of reverting 





ment has lagged 
behind his mech-
a. n i c a 1 achieve-
men ts. He em- Davies. 
phasized the "apish" behavior of 
the twentieth- ,century man, a 
"once erectly striding biped," who 
"abandons human locomotion and 
whizzes through the landscape, 
crouched over wheels and levers 
worked · by h~s still prehensile 
hands and his flat, vestigial feet, 
no less useful for this purpose than 
I those of his .simian ancestors," and who breathes "a mixture of gaso-
line fumes . and carbon monoxide 
and reeks or"· evolutionary decay." 
* * * 
WE HEAR A LOT ABOUT THE 
influence of the machine age on 
man's physical development. Men 
ride in automobiles so much that 
they will soon have lost the power 
to walk. They work at monoton-
ous tasks in factories until their 
joints become atrophied. And so on. 
And becau~e of this many believe 
that the · human race is doomed. 
: * * * 
l COMPARISON OF THOSE races which have developed mech-
anics to a high degree with thQse 
which know nothing of labor-s 
1 
ing devices is not conclusive, e-
others do not ' indicate that thel'e TELEGRAPHIC DISPATCHES 
,has been great physical deteriora- have .told of the great storm which 
tion among those peoples most ad- recently swept western New Ycrk 
dieted to the use of machines. In and adjacent territory. But they 
the United States the span of life have not done the subje.ct justice. 
has lengthened materially, and Imagine a great modern city in 
men do not seem to be wearing America being so buried in snow 
out more rapidly than formerly. that the Red Cross was called on * * * to rescue, not merely the destitute, 
LESS THAN A CENTURY AGO but families of means, from star-
the business man in the 'city walk- vation and freezing! That's· what 
ed to and from his office· or drove has just happened in Buffalo. 
in his carriage. A little later he * * * 
moved into the suburbs and took ALL DELIVERIES OF MER-
to the street car. Now he may use chandise were suspended in a score 
the private auto, the bus or the of towns. Scores of schools were 
subway. J3ut it is a long time since. closed for days. Snow plows were 
he did much daily walking. And stalled on roads buried . beneath 
when he did walk he did not cover drifts 10 feet deep. Between Buf-
much ground. faJo and Tonawanda more than 50 
* * * cars were buried beneath drifts 20 
TODAY HE MAY WALK LESS feet deep. Rescue expeditions were 
than his grandfather did. But in sent out on snow shoes to carry 
summer he is· apt to spend several food and medicine to families is· 
hours a day chasing a little white olated by the storm. Efforts to 
ball up and down a meadow, arid keep roads clear by means 'of plows 
in winter he works himself into a failed because cuts filled in as fast 
sweat at volley ball. If he walks as they were made. Several deaths 
less, quite often he exercises more. were due to exposure arising di-
The mechanic may work at routine rectly from the storm. 
tasks ·
1 
in a factory, but he works * * * 
eight hours where his grandfath- ALL THIS, AND MORE, OC-
er worked 12. curred, not in a sparsely settled 
* * * region of the west, but in one of 
A CENTURY AGO .A MAN OF the most densely inhabited dis- , 
50 was considered old, and inea- tricts of · the continent. In the 
sured by standards of bouancy and meantime, we of the northwest 
resiliency, he was old. His grand- have been enjoying a brisk early 
son is much younger at 70. The use wiriter and going about our af-
of machinery, on the road, in the fairs as usual, without suffering 
factory and in the hoqie, has ere- and without inconvenience. At the 
ated an impression 'of speed which same time, what has happened in 
is largely an illusion. In the most the east may serve as a reminder 
highly mechanized ,countries men of what is possible anywhere tr 
have more leisure than they ever heavy snow comes earlf in the sea.-
had before, and a large part of son. ----------------.,,--------,-------- ,,...._,,... 
l '. • ' - , . ,, ' ~- • --~- - -
so~;. '-yEARS AGO · A c ative course; commodities th ir were built in the 500 years follow-] 
girl was ill, with the prospect of f ir-price, industry and intellige;-ce ing. th Norman conquest of 1066.1 
having to spen.d Cnristn1as ill be~. t ir natural · re.ward, idleness , d They ere built, ·says the article, 
Her still younger brother, sorry fo ly their natural punishment- by from st-where the high altar is 
and sympathetic, m intaining peace, hr defending -to est, and by the time the 
h a d announced property, by diminishing tlie price ,~ .. ester end was finished the east-
his intention to iof law and by observing shitt eco~ i etn p-enerally ·required extension or 
buy her a nice nolny 1n every department o.~ the J e, -±"t complete rebuilding. Th:a,t 
Christmas pres- state. Let the government tlo 1 ·1is: I process .continued for several hun-
ent with pen1ties The people will assuredly do. .he dred years. 
that he had sav- rest." * * * 
ed. "What are 
you going to get 
ner?" he was 
asked. "I'm go-
ing to get her 
one of those Ii t-
tle tractors that 
runs all by it-
:;elf," was the 
proud reply. Look-
ing out for num-
ber one? Not a bit of it. To that 
boy the most precious thing in the 
·world was something with wheels, 
~ and it never occurred to him that 
anyone else might not prize a self-
propelling tractor as highly as he 
did. He was trying to give his sis-: 
ter the thing that of all things 
would give her greatest happiness. 
* * * A FRIEND HANDS ME THIS 
bit of political philosophy from 
Lard Macaulay which, written ,a 
century ago, appears to some old-
fashioned persons to have the ring 
of soundness yet: 
* * * · THE INVITATION TO OWN-
ers of unneeded books to donate 
1 them to the Deaconess hospital to 
serve as the nucleus of a hospital 
library has attracted some atten-
tion and seems likely to bring re-
sults. In a telephone call a friend 
says she has certain book cases 
which she can spare and which she 
will b~ "glad to donate if they are 
needed. 
* * * · MENTION WAS MADE OF 
the subject at the suggestion of a 
lady who was for some time ~ pa-
tient in the hospital and who noted 
the dearth of reading matter. She 
conferred with the hospital auth-
orities and reports that they will 
welcome donations of books. No 
canvass or system of collection is 
contemplated. All that ls necessary 
is for persons wishing to contribute 
books to take them direct to the 
hospital. 
APPARENTLY IT \VAS CON- I 
tinued in_ some cases until. qui~• 
modern times. I recall hearing 1n 
my boyhood · statements by old 
Yorkshire people of the work con-
stantly in progress on the famous 
York cathedral. Their understand-
ing was that certain large pay-
ments on account of construction 
would not become due until the 
completion of the building, and in 
order to stave off payment the 
church authorities took care that 
construction should never be fin-
ished. Those old people were all 
nonconformists and looked with 
little favor on the established 
church and had accepted without 
question a theory which reflected 
on the .financial integrity of eccles-
iastical authorities. In later years 
I mentioned this matter to a York-
shire business man whom I hap-
pened to meet. He laughed at the 
tradition, which he said had been 
current for :piany years, but said 
* * * there · was nothing in it. Actually, 
"Our Rulers will best promote 
the improvement of the people By 
strictly confining themselves to 
their own legitimate duties-· by 
leaving capital to find its most lu-
A PARAGRAPH IN ART- he said, work was constantly in 
icle on · English ca thedra , fron1 progress on some portions of the 
which I made a brief quotr:tion the historic building, but it was nee-
other day, says that practi ally all'' essary chiefly to check the ravages 
the principal English cathedrals of age. 
INFORMATION HAS BEEN feet, "That's right, I liked the * * * 
received by; local friends of the book very much. The only thing "IN THE SAME WAY I WA 
death at bis home in Washing- that I wonder about is why you interested in your reference a fe 
ton D. C. on November 1, of called it A History of American weeks ago· to the Seven Seas. ,M 
Lo~is' · E. ' D·an- Literature. I thought it was fie- first thought was that something 
. forth, for sever- tion". After the general laugh ha¢! could be found very quickly an 
al years a resi- subsided Dr. Burr added this strik- easily in' a Dictionary . of Quota 
dent of Grand ing statement, "In .general nothing tions, · but a hasty glance a fe 
Forks and em- is true in history , but sometimes · days ago failed to ·· disclose th 
p 1 o y e of The dates and names; while in . good worµs in any quotation. There is 
Herald. Mr. Dan- , fictic,1 everything is true but .some- great deal of number lore. I hay 
forth was born times dates and names". . seen a little of it · at times but a 
and reared at "I was impressed by his .epigram- not '. bright enough in it to offe 
Rockford, Ill.. matic ;statement and we can think discussion. You, of course, kno 
where he· 1earned of it as we do of all epigrams, es- that some of the Ancients attache 
the p r in t e r ' s sentially true and yet not entirely m u ch importance to · numbers 
trade. In 1900 he ' so, or as something. that fakes in Some numbers were -favorable be 
came to Grand too much territory. cause they were readily divisibl 
Forks and enter.. · * * * or because . they were squares o 
ed . the employ of PERHAPS THE BEST HIST- cubes of certain other numbers 
The Herald as ory written, at least what. gives us Some numbers were unfavorable 
Linotype opera- Davies. the best idea as to how people liv- My impression i~ that seven wa1 
tor. Late-r he served as composing ed and thought and what were by some considered the . perfec 
room foreman. During his resi- their social and economical condi- number or synonymous with an· o 
· dence here he married Miss Mari- tions, is to be found in such books everything. But .as I said · my im-
on Armstrong, of Winnipeg, who as Ivanhoe, Lorna Doone, and pressions are too hazy and I have 
survives him, as do two sons, Per- many of the novels of ·ier Mitch- not taken time to do any investi-
cy, of Monroe, Mich., and George, ell, Oliver Wendell 'Imes and gation now. 
of Washington, D. C. In 1906 Mr. Nathaniel ::aawthorne, o ·mention * * * 
Danforth moved to Washington to only a few. Anthony Adverse · is GREAT' LAKES SHIP MAS-
take a. position in the government probably as good and er-haps Gone ters do not approve of the plan 
printing office. Si~ce her husband's With The Wind, though I do not now under consideration in Wash-
death Mrs. Danforth has gone to like the latter book so well, my ington and ..- Ottawa to apply to lake 
California to spend part of tbe own feeling is that Gone With The shipping the "rules of the road'' 
winter with Mrs. Dillingham, Wind has a rather impossible hero: which now apply to ocean shipping. 
whose husband was also an em- ine. There are, of course, many Navigation of the lakes and their 
ploye of The Herald. such books. We can think of Drums connecting rivers and canals, sa * * * Along The Mohawk, A Lantern in the lake captains, calls for rules 
MY RECENT REFERENCE TO Her Hand, Van de Mark's Folly, quite different from those whfo~ 
accuracy in historical works and and many others. Many of Hamlin apply on the ocean. · Those in 
in fiction brings the following Garland's books are the same but charge of lake shipping have de-
from a friend who seems to agree he impresses me as disliking the veloped their own rules, and they 
with me that truthfulness in a farm and agricultural life and as wish to have these retained. 
work of fiction is quite as de~ir- unfair to his father. Sinclair Lewis' * * * E 
able as .accuracy in a historical books have much of the desirable ON CERTAIN TRIPS UP AND 
work: quality but he has to make such down the lakes years ago I learned . * * * caricatures of his· people that I of one rule which applied to all 
"A FEW YEARS AGO I WAS AT have never enjoyed his writings. craft in the rivers and lakes, name-
one time in a group of University * * * ly, that the boat going down stream 
of P,ennsylvania ·faculty men. One "WHEN IT COMES TO WHAT has the right of way, and may 
of them, a professor of English, are ~upposed to· be serious books in choose its.- own course to port or 
was being congratulated by the perhaps any of the Social Sciences, starboard-left or right to you. Its 
others upon the recent appearance History, Economics, and Sociology, choice is signaled by one or two 
of a new volume by him, entitled while I am very much interested I blasts of jts· whistle, and the craft 
A History of American Literature. always want to know who the man. coming upstream must adjust its 
· After two or three ' had spoken to is that is writing, what are his an- course accordingly. My recollec-
the author in congratulatory terms, tecedents, and similar questions re- Uon is that sailing craft going 
Dr. Burr, a medical man but with garding him. In other words, is he either up or down have right of 
some ~uch literary as interests as a fair and clear thinking investiga- way over steam craft, but sail has 
Judge Corliss used to have, spoke tor or is he a disciple of some pet pretty much passed out of the pic-
out. He said something to this ef- theory? ture. 
- - - ----- - -----·-,-.., ·----------
A CIRCULAR WHICH JUST for us, and who poin~ to Rus- of the building became a raging 
came to the desk has two para- sia as ai;i example of what a na- furnace. Several of the occupants 
graphs which read as follows: tion should be. There are others of rooms escaped down ladders, 
"It is time the story was told of who are equally critical of what barefooted, and clad 
1 
only in night 
how the 531 men- they find in the United States, but clothes. 
tal derelicts spok- who pref er the systems in vogue in * * * 
en of as num- Italy or Germany. I am wonder- ONE OF THE MOST SPECTAC-
. skulls and known ing how long the writer of the ular fires recalled was that which 
as members of above paragraphs would last in destroyed the linseed oil mill ad-
congress are either Russia, Italy or Germany. I joining what is · now the Great 
w r e c k i n g our . suspect that after one such circu- Northern service track . about north 
country. lar, characterizing in similar fash- Fifth street. The building was a big 
"If fiends out ion the government of one of those grain elevator which had been 
of hell had got countries, he would disappear from taken over by the oil concern. At 
control of our public view, to be liquidated by a the time of the fire it contained a 
country and de- firing squad, or an ax, or what- large quantity of flax seed and 
cided to wreck it ever is the instrument in customery thousands of gallons of oil. When 
in the shortest use for the suppression of subver- the fire reached that inflammable 
p o s s i b I e time, sive elements. stuff and rose to the top of the. 
they could not * * * . tall building it was a sight worth 
have gone at it YET THE AUTHOR OF THIS going a long way to see. 
in any more cer- circular seems to have no fear. He * * * 
tain way to achieve that result berates in unmeasured terms one ANOTHER BIG BLAZE WAS 
than- by taking the savings of the of the great departments of the na- that which destroyed the saloons 
people away from them.'' tional government. He signs his on the· East Side next to the De-
* * * name and gives his address, and Mers avenue bridge. The approach 
THOSE ARE HARD WORDS. for thr~e cents the government to the bridge was of plank, sup-
which fie denounces carries his ported on trestles. On each side 
I do not intend to argue about missive half-way across the contin- were large wooden buildings, dry 
them here, for this is not a politic- ent and delivers it to me. As the as tinder. The fire started in the 
al column, but the freedom with fellow said: "Ain't nature wonder- basement of a building on the 
which the writer expresses himself ful ?" north side. In a few moments the 
interests me. His name is signed to * * * . wind carried it under the approach 
the article, and his address 18 THE STORY OF THE BURN- to the buildings on the opposite 
given. He is a prolific writer, and ing of the old Hotel Dacotah 40 side. There was no such thing as 
the mail · brings frequent contribu- years ago must have brought rem- stopping the fire, but there was 
tions from him, all equally empha- iniscent shivers to .some of the old great activity in rescuing bottled 
tic and outspoken. firemen-there are a ·few of them goods, and sizeable stocks were 
* * * left-who fought that fir.e. It was laid in by adventurous workers. It 
THERE ARE THOSE IN 'THIS a bitter night, and firemen on the was after that fire that rough 
country who think that Com- job were coated with ice. In a cred- board saloons were built on the 
munism would .be a great thing ibly short time the whole interior ice, to do duty until spring. 
·-----,---------
· SEVERAL YEARS AGo' I · RE- "VIRGINIA, Y OU R LITTLE er see fairies dancing on the 
produced in this column the f~- friends are wrong. They nave .- b~en lawn? Of course not, but that's no 
. mous editorial -published in Th_e affected by the skepticism of a proof that they are not there. No-
New York Sun in answer to .a . . · . 
child's question: · skeptical ,age. They do not_ believe body can conceive or imagine all 
- "Is there a Santa except they · see. They think that the wonders there, are unseen and 
· unseeable in th_e ,world. · 
Claus." 'The fol- nothing can be which is not com- * * * . 
1 owing Ye a r prehensible by their little minds. "YOU TE AR APART THE 
th e tr e f were rbe- All minds, Virginia, whether they baby's rattle' and see what _makes 
· ques s or repu - the noise inside, but there is a 
1. t· E h be men's-or children's, are little. In 1ca ion. · a c veil covering the unseen world 
year the article . this · great universe of ours man is which not the strongest man, not 
has been repeat- but a ,mere insect, an ant, in his even the united strength of all the 
ed, and each intellect, as compared with the strongest men that ever lived, 
year there have boundless world about him, as could tear apart. Only faith, po-
com'e expressions measured by the intelligence cap- etry, love, romance, can push aside 
of pleasur~ from able of grasping -t.he whole truth that curtain and view the picture 
friends who were and knowledge. the supernal beauty and glory be-
glad to read again * * * yond. Is it all real? Ah, Virginia, 
t h e delightful "YES, VIRGINIA, THERE . IS in all this world' there is nothing 
little · letter, for Davies. a Santa Claus. He exists a.s cer- else real and abiding. 
which space is tainly as love , and generosity· and * * * 
being found in an increasing. num- · devotio·n exist, and you know , that "NO SANTA CLAUS! . Ta:ANK 
ber of scrap books. Followmg a they abound and give to your life God! He lives, and he lives forever. 
custom which is slowly acquiring its _ highest 1 beauty and joy. Alas! A thousand years , from now, Vlr-
the dignity of age, I reproduce the how dreary would be the world if ginia, nay, ten thousand times ten 
article, with a. statement of the there were no Santa Claus! It thousand years from now, he will 
circumstances · under which it was would be as , dreary as if there continue to make glad the heart 
written: were no Virginias. There would be of childhood." 
* * * no child-like faith then, no poetry, * * * 
SOMETIME IN SEPTEMBER, no romance to make tolerable this TO WHICH I APPEND . THE 
1897, the editor of The New York existence. We should have no en- comment made two years ago: 
Sun received the following letter: joyment, except in sense and sight. What an answer! It brushes 
Dear Editor:-! am 8 years old. The eternal light with which child- aside the inconsequential fictions 
· Som·e of my little friends say there hood fills the world would be ex- of materialism and goes right to 
is no Santa Claus. Papa_ says 'If tinguished. the heart of the subject. Like a 
you see it in the Sun it's' so.' * * * fresh, clean breeze, it dissipates 
Please tell me the truth, is ther~ a "NOT BELIEVE IN SANTA the mists of misunderstanding and 
Santa Claus? Claus! You might as well not be- permits the truth to shine forth, 
VIRGINIA _O'HANLON. ' lieve in fairies! You might get your clear and distinct. It gives _faith 
The editor· turned the , letter over papa to hire men to watch in all something on which it can take 
Ito his assistant Francis P. Church, the chimneys on Christmas eve to hold and discloses to ·us a mean-
and asked him to answer it. to catch Santa Claus, but even if ing in life independent of the trap-
Church is said to have been not they did not 'see Santa Claus com- pings in which we someti~es 
very enthusiastic over the assign~ ing down, what would that prove,? dress it up. It. shQws the perplexed 
ment at first, but presently he got Nobody sees Santa Claus, but that parent a way in ~hich childis~ 
into the spirit of it' and wrote· the is no sign that there is no Santa questions may be answered, and 1t 
following reply, which .was pub- Claus. The most real t.~ings in the may help to clear away some of 
lished in the Sun on September 21, world are those that neither chil- the difficulties of the parent him-
1897. dren nor men can see. Did you ev- self. 

ON · ONE OF THOSE CLEAR, minated because we h'aven't any WHAT WAS THE ORIGIN ,0 
starlit evenings a week or so ago, more cutters. As a pleasure vehicle the practice of . standing while th 
the cutter was in a class. by itself. while the •.ground wa,s still bare. Hallelujah chorus of "The Mes Ownership. of a fine- .cutter and ·a 
one of the ·younger . set remarked: stylish horse was a mark of social siah'r is being sung. The questio 
"What · a bea~· distin_ction, but as a contributory has often been asked, and remain 
tiful evening this element to romance a very crude ed unanswered. "It's always done,' 
would be for a vehicle answered the purpose, and is as far as I have usually been 
·sleigh ride!" a horse that would jog. along with- able to get. Dr. Humpstone, who ~i 
"Yes," replied a out guidance was preferred to the rected the chorus at the fine pr 
eompa n i.o n, "If high-stepper that needed a Ught gram at the high school auditor 
we had any hand . on the rein all the time. ium on Sunday, tells me of a tra . 
snow." * * * dition which he has heard, but fo 
"And a slefgh, '' FOR A SLEIGHING PARTY which he doe's not vouch, but 
added another. the requirements are simple. Any which seems quite satisfactory. It 
"And a team to ordinary farm sleigh answers the is that at a presentation of "The 
pull it,'' . suggest- purpose. With plenty of straw in Messiah" before one of the royal 
a fourth. the bottom of the box and· lots of Georges of England, the king be-
Lacking these blankets ·that part of it is complete. came so enthusiastic that _at the 
essentials, they It is in finding a suitable team beginning of the final chorus he 
· didn't go sleigh- that we strike the real difficulty. rose and remained standing during 
ri"ding. The average dray team hauls a the chorus. Of course when the 
About all that Davies. sleighing party · as if it were h·aul- king stood, the entire audience 
most of our young people know ing a load of bricks. What is need- stood, and a custom was , establish-
about sleight rides .is what they ed is a team that will move right ed· which had remained · unbroken 
learn from the , pictures on the along and · create at least the sen- ever since. 
Christmas cards. Attempts at 'sation of , speed . . Such teams are 
sleighriding are still sometimes now hard to find. 
made, but as a rule ' they . are not * * * 
conspicuously successful. For one A FURTHER OBSTACLE TO 
thing, sleighriding in this part · of the success of the modern sleigh-
the country labors under the ing party is the element of self-
drawback, as it always did, that consciousness. The modern sleigh-
our regular winter weather is too ing party is an imitation. Its mem-
cold for comfortable sleighriding. bers have not grown up in a 
A sle_igh slips best in mild weather, sleighing atmosphere. A .sleighride 
and below zero weather calls for is a stunt. The riders think they are 
too much effort to keep comfort- dong as grandpa and grandma did, 
ably warm. States a little farther and they are . determined to have 
south have an advantage in that as good a time as· the old folks 
respect. · had, if they suffer . torments in the * * * process. It's , something like dress-
·o R A N T E D THAT TH}p ing up in the clothes of a past 
weather is right and the roads generation, and usually it's too 
good, · riding in cutters may be ell- artificial to be quite successful. 
* * * THAT KING MUST HAVE 
been George II, although the inci-
dent seems scarcely in keeping 
with his general contempt for 
things artistic. He was a German, 
just over from Hanover, scarcely 
able to speak English, and with 
no literary taste of his own, he . 
reigned over England during one 
of the most brilliant periods in ita 
literary history. Like the king, 
Handel was of German birth, and 
doubtless on that account he be 
came a favorite at court. "Th 
Messiah" was completed· in 1741 
and in that year was presented a 
a ·charity benefit in London. Han 
del died in 1759, the king in 1760. 

A BULLETIN JUST ISSUED 
by the census bureau gives statis-
tics relating to criminal procedure 
in North Dakota for the year 1936. 
While only 44 of, 
the state's 53 
counties are re-
p r e s e n ted the 
f i g u r e s, given 
may be consider-
ed fairly repre-
sentative of the 
entire state, as 
those 44 counties 
contain 77 per 
cent of the state's 
population. Dur-
ing the year in 
the area covered, 
more than four-
fifths of all per-
sons c h a r g e d Davies. 
with major offenses were convict-
ed, .. a fact which may be surpris-
ing to those who believe that _most 
of those arrested for the commis-
sion of crime are acquitted. 
* * * DURING THE· PERIOD DISPO-
sition was made of 330 cases in, 
which persons were charged witl'.t 
major crimes. Of these, 4 7 cases 
were dismissed for various causes, 
5 defendants were acquitted by 
juries, and seven cases were other-
wise disposed of without penalties. 
Two hundred and thirty-eight of 
the defendants pleaded guilty, 27 
were found guilty by juries, and 
6 waived jury trials and were 
found guilty by_ the court. 
* * * NO DEATH PEN ALT IE S 
were imposed during the year, the 
del),th penalty being no longer in 
force in this state. In the four 
murder cases penitentiary sen-
tences were imposed. Suspension 
or probation sentences were given penses, but never more than four 
in 32 of the major cases, 55 jail times the amount paid by the em-
sentences were given, 25 persons. ployes. Interest on . this fund is 
were sentenced to institutions . for accumulated year by year until the 
juvenile delinquents, and in only 6 retiren;i.ent age of 60 i~ reached. 
cases were fines assessed without * * * 
other penalties. PROVISION IS MADE FOR 
* * * death and .qisability . . The employe 
AN INTERESTING ARTICLE may withdraw from the · fund at 
entitled "Making Laborers Capital- any time, receiving ~11 that he has 
ists" which was recently· published paid in, plus earnings, plus half the 
in the magazine "Steel," i~ of lo- sum that has been contribute~ to 
cal interest· because its author, J. his account by ·the management. 
Edward Tufft, now: a resident of Matters of plant di~ciplJne, dis-
Pasadena, California, is a former · charge, . etc., are · managed by a 
North Dakota man and was · for committee on which ~oth manage-
several years a member of the ment and employes are represent-
Herald staff. ed. High-salaried employes may 
* * * participate in the ,. savings plan 
THE SUBJECT TREATED IN only to the ext~nd of $4,000 of their 
the article is the profit-sharing salaries ea~h year. 
plan in operation in the Joslyn * * * 
manufacturing company, of Chi- NOT LONG AGO MR. TUFFT'S 
cago, whose president, M. L. Jos- brother William died at his W~lsh 
lyn, has worked out a plan whfoh county home. This b!ought from 
has ' been in successful operation in the youngest of the family ~n elo-
the company's main establishment quent tribute to ''The Oldest. Bro-
for ·many years and which is now the:r," which has been reprinted 
being extended to its subsidiaries. several times. In it the writer re-. * * * calls the days of his own child..: 
THE IDEA ON WHICH THE hood, when 1the ~'oldest, brother," 
plan is based is thus stated by Mr. then a grown man, was to the 
Joslyn: child an inspiration, a tower of 
"Capital, in emergency, can live strength and an assurance of safe-
on itself for a while and can take ty. · The tribute closes with this 
great losses. Labor, having no re- paragraph: · 
serve, cannot" do so. ·Any real part- ~ * * . 
nership between capital and labor, "THE OLDEST BROTHER IS 
therefore, is · possible only when ·as much alive today a1 he was a 
the l~borer himself becomes a · ca- month ago in the heart of one 
pitalist.'' whom· he carried to the barn to 
* * * see the riew colt, whom. he pro-
THE JOSLYN PLAN, THERE- tected from ghosts, from witches 
fore, undertakes to make the la- under the bed, from t~e b.ombard-
borer a capitalist by ·requiring him ment ·of hail-storms, "from unpaid 
to invest 5 per ·cent of his wages board bills, and from other dangers 
in a trust fund to which the com- such as . many a prairie boy mµst 
pany contributes each year up to have faced when the J?akotas were 
10 per cent of its operating ex- in the making." 
---·~--
SOMETHING OVER NINE-
teen centuries ago .Bethleh'em was 
merely an -- obscure village. There 
the infant Jesus 
was born in sur-
roundings ex-
. '.!eedingly simple 
and humble. To-
day Bethlehem is 
known all over 
the wor Id, and 
the spot where, 
according to tra-
dition, the ,man-
ger of the nativ-
ity stood, is the 
scene each 
Christmas time 
l of one of the Davies 
. ,, most gorgeous ceremonials -known 
to man. · The spot where, it is 
believed, the manger stood, is mark-
ed by a silver star. Jn the grotto 
of the Church of the Nativity 
thousands of candles shed their 
rays on the glittering , robes of 
priests who conduct services on 
Christmas eve, Christmas day and 
the day following Chri.stmas. 
* * * 
SERVICES AT THE CHURCH 
include an Anglican carol service, 
a Latin midnight mass, a Greek 
and an Armenian m'ass, all con-
ducted in the courtyard of the 
church. Parts of these services 
will be broadcast as they occur, 
today, December 26. For this pur-
pose at least a doz'en microphones 
have been fitted up in places most 
favorable for the transmission of 
the various features, such as the 
celebration of the mass by the 
priests, the singing of choirs, com-
munity singing in the courtyard 
and the ringing of bells. 
Three different sets of bells, be-
longing· respectively to the Greek, 
Latin and Armenian communities 
hang in the church and are used 
in the services. This year the Lat-
in chimes will be broadcast. Their 
ringing will . be under the . super-
vision of a Franciscan : padre from 
Ireland. The bells, while of mod-
ern construction, are ancient in 
form, and must be rung liy hand. 
As some of them: are very heavy 
it is necessary to have a large staff 
of experienced ringers, who work 
in ' relays. 
* * * 
THE CH~MES FROM BETHLE-
hem will be broadcast by the Brit-
ish Broadcasting corporation and 
will be re broadcast in this coun- . 
try by Station W ABC from 11 to 
11: 30 this Sunday morning, Grand 
Forks , time. 
The Bethlehem Christmas pro-
gram. on Dec. 26 will also be heard 
at 11 A. M. Grand Forks time 
through GSF, 15.14; GSG, 17.79 and 
GSH, 21.4 megacycles. These re-
lays from London broadcasts, how-
ever, will be beamed east and 
south, therefore American short-
wave listeners will have the best 
opportunity to hear the broadcast 
directly from London through re-
cordings as follows: at 8:15 P. M., 
Grand Forks time, over GSD, 
11.75; GSC, 9.58; · GSB, 9:51 mega-
cycles. 
* * * TELEVISION IS MAKING RAP-
id progress in England. In the 
fall of 1936 there were no home 
television sets in use in London. 
In June of this year about 500 such 
sets enabled their owners to see 
the corporation parade. By Sep-
tember 1 the number had increased 
to 4,000. On Armistice _ day about 
6,500 were in use, and it is believed 
-------~.- - ,I 
that now the number has reached 
fully 10,000. Within the area 
reached by the station there are 
12,000,000 people, with 2,000,000 ra-
dio receivers. It is estimated that 
at least a quarter of a million of 
these could afford television sets, 
which now , cost from $175 to $600 , 
In television .the · great proble 
now is that of distribution. Tele-
vision waves as now developed have 
an effective ,range· of only about 
25 miles. For greater distances 
transmission must be by wire, . and 
for this- purpose complicated and 
exceedingly costly cables are re-
quired, making the cost of' distribu-
tion prohibitive except in densely 
inhabited· areas. A country of 
vast ·area such as the United States 
can never be served by television 
unless and until . science develops 
a different means of distribution. 
* * * 
HOWLAND, THE BARREN IS .. 
land in mid-Pacific on which 
Amelia Earhart expected to land 
on· her last and fatal flight, is ' to 
have a part' qf its bare sand cover-
ed with green in honor of the lost 
flier. Richard Black, representing 
the interior department in charge 
of the i~land, is to supervise the 
planting of several hundred trees 
and shrubs on Howland. These are 
to be the nucleus of a grove which 
will be known as Earhart grove. 
Black says that while. chances of 
finding any wreckage of the Ear 
hart plane are remote, search f O 
traces of the plane has not bee 
abandoned. All searching expedi 
tions have been recalled, but whe 
coast guard vessels traverse th 
area in the vicinity of Howlan 
a double lookout is kept on the , 
chance that some fragments of 




AS USUAL THERE WERE no relation to Christmas, is report- .~ompanio:rist· f~~ce4 . down near. the 
many accidents on .c ristmas day ·ed f.rom .Payn'esvllle, -·Ohio, where No_rth pole· more th3:n four ·mon~hs 
. · . . · . ago, may, still be ahve, and defm-
and the days imm~dlately b~f_ore a man fell · ~sleep a~ the wheel of ite effort is· .still being xnade to .. 
and after that holiday. The t9.t~l is his· roadster, ' causing the car to· find them. That hope is based o 
.quite impressive, · '· ' leave ,the r.oad, . crash .- through a the very cold·. which makes ,that 
tending to c·on- three-foot ·. cinder . pile, between tw_o northern region ' seem so forbid-
firm the belief large maple trees, over a 100-f oot ding. The~e . nature . covers the · sea 
that for some., lawn, into an eight-room house ,vit;h: a flgor ol ice· on "?hich -men 
reason · holidays. ,L which it moved :from its founda.. may live almost indefinitely if sup-
a r e peculiarly tions. Four occupants of the house plied with food and fuel. 
dan1eroris . times. . were knocked from their b~ds, * * *. 
Ne, one thinks ot plaster - was· cracked, dishes were · NORT~ DAKOTANS. HAVE· A 
listing the acci- upset, and the · ear was demolished. sort .of vicarious relatfonship tq the 
dents occurring Th.e . driver escaped with a minor ·att~mpted rescue. of_ th'3 ·Russian 
on December -'15 scrat~h over one eye. fliers in the _ fact- that ~t diffe_rent 
or on January 10. * * * times . Sir :Huliert. Wilkins was the 
If th: o s e were RADIO LISTENERS DURING companion and persoI?,al , friend of 
listed it would be the Far:o;i · and Home hour have _two ,distinguished ' North Dakolans, 
tound . that. · thos~- heard on several occasions recently Vilhjalmur Stefansson and: Carl 
days do not dif.:. quotations -from N. A. R~iten, of Ben Eielson, both students at the 
fer greatly· from D11vlM Petersburg, N. D. Through this me- University of _ North Dakota. · Wilk-
Christmas a n d . diuiil. Mr. Reiten :µas spoken to ins was a member of one of Stef-
N ew Year's in their casualties. what is said to.: be the: world'~ · 1arg- a~sson's Arctic · expeditions. Subse-
* * * , est daytime audience . . The speaker· quently he · flew over the _Arctic 
THERE ARE. ACCID:ENTS, OF on such _occasions has been.: Ever- with Eielson~ Exhaustion · of fuel 
course, that are. peculiar to holi- ett Mitchell. forced the two men down on the 
days. Seldom are . people injured in . * * * ice 100 miles from the nearest land. 
our northern states by fire-crack- P O I SE D ON ·THE MOST Abandoning their- plane· they. drift-
ers except around the Fourth . of northerly tip of Alaska, Slr Hu- ed with the pack ice 200 miles, 
July. Christmas trees catch fire bert Wilkins is. ready to fly over · then and -walked 200 miles to shore, 
only around Christmas. Such acci- the northern ocean~unless he has after having been . given up as 
dents may fairly be classed as hol- already taken flight-in search of dead. 
iday accidents. But if two trains the Russian a via tors who started * * * 
collide on · Christmas day that acci- from Moscow last August on a con- AS PRESIDENT.- OF THE EX-
dent is not even remotely related templated flight over the North plorer's club Stefansson was called 
to the fact that Christmas is a pole to ·San Francisc.o. The flight· into conference
1 
f.oilowing the 'dis-
holiday. w~ · to be non-stop to Fa~rbanks, appe~rance of the 'Russian fliers. 
*' * * Alaska, where it was intended to. He called in Wilkins. Through the 
lfiGHWAY CASUALTIES ARE refuel. A short distance· this side co-operation of -Russian, American 
apt to be more numerous on holi~ of the pole · the" aviators reported and Canadian · governments and 
days than at other times, not be- that they were ~ having engine many private agencies· a plane was 
c~use ·some peculiar· fatality at- trouble .and were flying low, as. ice obtained and , outfitted for polar 
taches. to holidays, but. because , on was forming on the plane wings. flying, , and eight da.ys· after the 
holidays there ¥.e likely to . be That is ·the last message k~own to last ~essage had been received 
more cars on the ~oad than at oth- have been received. from the fliers, from the Russians Wilkins was 
er titp.es. It is true that the hon ... . though faint fragments of mess- flying . over the ·northern .. ice· in 
day spirit, alcoholic or otherwise, ages believed to have-been sent by in search of them. Stefan:sson says 
tenc;ls to · increase · the number of the stranded party were . heard for that if the R_ussia.ns were -. unin-
h o U 4 a y ' ~cidents. Newspapers several days. Since then there . has jured in , alighting and were · alive 
generally have fallen into the nab- been silet;tce. , for a day thereafter, it iJ . quite 
it of listing,. holiday accidents, and * * * _ possible that they are living . yet. 
this · practice has tended to create IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE He. and two · .companions traJl).ped· 
the mistaken fmpr.ession tha..t holi- that though ~lia Earhart, fly- 700 miles across· the ice, living "off 
days in themselve• are dangerouB. ing over· a tropic sea, was long ago the country," after the first week 
* * * given up as lost, and search for her or · two, and turned ··up wen · and 
ONE . OF ·THE MOST PECO- .was discontinuedt- it is thought hearty· after .an absence of more 
U.ar accidents on record-:-ha.vlng ·possible that Lev-.nevsky. an<t his than a year. 
YESTERDAY'S COLUMN CON- wild bells,'' comes to mind. I have· He was a friend to me. 
tained several paragraphs relating in the past, perhaps more than Old year, you shall not die; 
to the search for the lost Russian once, quoted an?~her of Tennyso?1's We did so laugh and cry with 
fliers now being conducted 
poems, less fam1har, but one which you, 
in the has always appealed to me, and on I've half a mind to die with ~ou, 
far north by Sir 
Hubert Wilkins, 
who is assisted in 
that work by the 
Russian, Canadi· 
an and American 
governments, the 
Explorers' c 1 u b 
and many pd-
v a t e agencies. 
The information 
was · taken from 
t h e Explorers 
Journal, the 
club's o f f i c i a 1 
publication, which 
also contains oth-
the chance that some readers may Ord year, you must not die. 
er inform a t i o n Davies.. 
relating to the activities of the 
club. 
wish to clip it I give it again: 
* * * 
THE DEATH OF THE OLD 
Full 
. YEAR. 
By Alfred Tennyson. 
knee-deep lies the 
snow, 
winter 
And the winter winds are wear-
ily sighing: 
Toll ye the church-bell sad and 
slow, 
And tread softly and speak low, 
For the old year lies a-dying. 
Old year, you must not die; 
You came to us so readily, 
You lived with us so steadily, 
Old "year, you shall not die. 
* * * He lieth still: he doth not move; 
LAST FALL THE CLUB, OF He will not see the dawn of day. 
which Stefansson is president, en- He hath no other life above. 
joyed an outing at the estate of He gave me a friend .and a true 
Lowell Thomas, the club's first true-love, 
vice president. One of the features And the New-year will take 'em 
was a softball game between the away. 
"Nine old men," recruited by Thom- Old year, you must not go; 
as, who are said to be not so very So long as you have been with 
old, after all, none of them being us 
over 60, and the "Explorer Club Such joy as you have ieen with 
:H,ossils,'' which included Wilkins us, 
and Stefansson. The "Fossils" won . Old year, you shall not go. 
the game, 21 to 16, which was due 
largely to the superb pitching of He frothed his butnbers to the 
Stefansson and Wilkins, neither of brim;. 
whom had ever played softball be- A jollier year we shall not see. 
fore. ' But though his eyes are waxing 
* * * dim, 
AS THE OLD YEAR DRAWS And though his foes speak ill of 
to a close Tennyson's "Ring out, him, 
He was full of joke and jest, 
But all his merry quips are o'er 
To see him die, across the waste 
His son. and heir doth ride post-
haste, 
But he'll be dead before. 
Every one for his own. 
The night is starry and cold, my 
friend, 
And the New-year blithe and 
bold, my friend, 
Comes to take up his own. 
How hard he breathes! Over, the 
snow 
I heard just now the crowing cock. 
The shadows flicker too and fro: 
The cricket chirps; the light burn• 
low; 
'Tis nearly twelve o'clock. 
Shake hands, before you die 
Old year, we'll dearly rue for 
you; 
What is it we can do for you T 
Speak · out before you die. 
His face is growing sharp and · 
thin. 
Alack, our friend is. gone. 
Close up his eyes; tie up his chin; 
Step from the corpse and let him 
in 
That standeth there alone, 
And waiteth at the door. 
There's a new foot on the floor, 
my friend, 
And a new face at the door, my 
friendt 
A new face at the door. 
